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STUDENTS

Internship, Job, 
Volunteering

GRADUATES

Master, Job, Graduate 
Projects 

UNEMPLOYED

Job Search

EMPLOYEES

Promotion, New role, Career
change, Personal Branding

ENTREPRENEURS

Personal Branding, 
Investors

Everybody needs a CV!



You will learn about:

1.

The journey of a CV 

to an interview

ATS 
(Applicant Tracking 

Systems)

2.

Dos & DON’Ts

3.

How to stand out 

from the crowd

4.



You never have a second chance 
to create a good first impression!

5-10 seconds!

Prepare your CV carefully!

Do you know how much time a 
recruiter needs to screen your CV?



1.

The journey of a 
CV to an 
interview



200-300 CVs

PHASE 1

20-40 CVs

PHASE 2

3-6 CVs

INTERVIEW

* (ATS – Applicant Tracking System)



2.

ATS
(Applicant 
Tracking 
Systems)



LARGE COMPANIES

JOB VACANCIES WITH MANY 
APPLICANTS

SEARCH WITH KEYWORDS (I.E.
excel)

HR software 
that evaluates 
CVs based on 
keywords

EASY FIRST EVALUATION 
SCREENING

RECOGNIZE WORD AND 
PDF FILES

AVOID IMAGE FORMAT CVS AND 
SCANNED PDF FILES



1%
clear about the results 

you can bring to the 

coompany

How to make a CV be part of the 

5%
professional content 

and design

100%
ATS optimized

1 out of 50 that leads to an interview?



Does your CV 
look like that 
one?



What is the most 
common CV 
template that you 
know?



Choose your CV 
template carefully; 
it should match:

• the quantity of the 
information
• your specialty



3.

DOs & 
DON'ts



1. CV size and 

format

1
*there are some CVs such as the academic and 
health industry ones that may require all the 
details and can be up to 50-100 pages

Page ideally or 2 Pages maximum*

PDF format

Content with bullet points

File name

Markos Korvesis CV ( Job title/Vacancy code)



2. Design

ALWAYS consider the organization and 

the country

Use bold letters for the job titles and the 

titles of your degrees, certifications, 

diplomas, seminars

Choose safe professional colors such as 

black, navy blue, grey, white
Make it professional and practical



3. Targeted 

applications

Every job vacancy includes a description

which makes it clear what you need to 

have from skills and experience

Read the job vacancy carefully and 

make sure you use the right keywords

Consider the type of employer. Is it a 

multinational company, NGO, Startup, Public 

sector?

Choose 5-20 employers that you like and apply 
with a customized cover letter, even if there is no 
job vacancy

Extra tip*



Unprofessional photo
4. Should I 

include a photo?

There is research 

that claims that

of CVs with photos 

are being rejected! 

What are the reasons?

Discrimination



5. Clear 

structure

Fields

Contact information, headline, education, 
experience, languages, digital skills, and more

Chronological order

Recent education and experience on the top

Content format

Font, alignment, color, design

Proofreading

for grammar errors, typos, and remove 
unnecessary information

Language

The CV should be written in the language of 
the job vacancy



6. Contact 

information

Mobile phone:
00306977761644 (include the country code)

Location:
Dublin, Ireland

LinkedIn profile*:
Markos Korvesis (with hyperlink) or
https://www.linkedin.com/in/markoskorvesis/

Name Surname:
Markos Korvesis

Email:
markoskorvesis@gmail.com

*if your profile is complete



7. DON’t

include

Marital status

Nationality

Date of birth/age

Birth place

Religion

Discrimination law Full address of your home
Google Street View



fields
Main CV



Contact information
Headline
Work experience
Education
Professional development
Languages
Digital skills

Main fields:



Volunteering
Honors & awards
Publications & speaking events
Soft skills
Hard Skills

Extra fields:

that promote soft skills, hard skills, 
knowledge, experience, network of people

(driving license, first aid knowledge, and more) 
Other information

Interests 



4.

How to
stand out
from the crowd







You learned about:

1.

The journey of a CV 
to an interview

ATS 
(Applicant Tracking 

Systems)

2.

DOs & DON’Ts

3.

How to stand out 
from the crowd

4.



Thank you!

Markos Korvesis
markos@leadcompass.gr

+306977761644 (WhatsApp/Telegram)
If you are not doing 

what you love, you are 

wasting your time.
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